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Abstract 

The AIC (Automatic Intelligence Car) Robot is like the expert system or having the features of AI (Artificial Intelligence). It has 

ability to sense the environment and decide the navigation path without any human input. In this we used several of equipment 

for driving as well as for its function. We can say that it is the basic of modern world and have such features like line follower, 

obstacle avoiding, path finder and wireless controller with help of Bluetooth. In this we also join the feature of PID controller 

and skid steering method.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An AIC (AUTOMATIC INTELLIGENCE CAR) ROBOT is a vehicle that can sense its surrounding conditions regarding 

atmosphere and navigation and can respond without any human input. AIV (AUTOMATIC INTELLIGENCE VEHICLE) also 

have some type of properties, like computer vision, radar and obstacle avoiding property. Automatic robots give the information 

about obstacles and relevant signs by identifying appropriate navigation paths. By definition, AIC can opt their path by creating 

its own map by using its sensors in any hazardous environment conditions and by this they can always lead in there right 

position. For better traffic control the AIC collect there sensing data which is acquired from the traffic in the road and can avoid 

them in a peaceful manner without any damage. It has been always required to elongate the properties of an automatic car by 

implementing communication networks in the immediate vicinity (for collision avoidance). Our goal is to extend the reach of 

robot navigation to truly vast scales without the need of such expensive, awkward and inconvenient modification of the 

environment. The vehicle’s situational awareness is made up of static and dynamic environment features. AIC ROBOT emulates 

the decision-making ability like a human expert. Inference engine and the knowledge base are the two sub-system of an expert 

system in which the facts and rules are represented by the knowledge base. Some rules are applied by the inference engine to 

bring the new facts and it also contains some explanations. If a system exhibits following behaviors it can be considered as an 

intelligence system. 1) Learning 2) Understanding ambiguity 3) Creativity 4) Solving problems 5) Reasoning 6) Inferencing 7) 

Pattern recognition 8) Classification 9) Induction  

10) Deduction 11) Building analogies 

II. EQUIPMENT’S USED AND THERE DATASHEET 

 
Fig. 1: AIC Intelligence System 
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 Arduino Uno: 

In this technological world Arduino Uno is used to manufacture some microcontroller kits that is used to build the device that are 

digitally operated. Also this type of open source computer Hardware Company create the objects that are interested as well as 

interactive and use to control the other objects. This is a software company that is beneficially used in many projects. There are 

two types of signals that are analog as well as digital signal which are used to interact with other circuit boards. Arduino boards 

consist of USB port to connect with personal computers and can transfer the related programs. Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) is a platform in which the coding part of Arduino is done which includes the C++ and C languages. 

 DC Motor: 

The assembly gear of the geared motor is connected with the motor. DC motor extension is also known as geared dc motor. RPM 

(Rotation per minute) is the term in which the speed of this motor is calculated. This type of motors is used for reduction in 

speed and increases the torque. Motor maximum input voltage is more than its rotation per minute. Like lowest RPM is on 6Volt 

and maximum on 10Volt, when the motor operates in the range of 6-10Volts. 

The equation as:                                                                  

RPM = K I × V 

The equations detailing the working and torque transfer of gears are shown below: 

Geared-DC-Motor-working-formula.  

Tin × Ѡin = Tout × Ѡout 

 Motor Driver: 

L298N Dual H-Bridge motor driver is used in this system that is quick and simple in starting procedure. The motors that have 

voltage range between 5-35V, this type of motor driver is used with them. With the module used in this tutorial, there is also an 

onboard 5V regulator. 

 Specifications: 

- Desired Chip:  L298N               Reasonable voltage: 5V desired voltage: 5V-35V 

- Reasonable current: 0-36mA Desired current: 2A    Highest power: 25W 

- Dimensions: 43 × 43 × 26mm 

 Ultrasonic Sensor: 

The HC-SR04 is a best choice in the field of ultrasonic range because of some specific properties. Today in technological market 

due to its accurate high range capability as well as its stable execution its demand is increasing day by day. The overall cost of 

the ultrasonic sensors is more costly than the IR sensors but the property regarding accuracy and distance is same. 

Details: Pins-: 4 pins , Vcc (5V), Echo, Trig & GND. Trig (trigger).For 10μs the ultrasonic pulses of high level s are sending out 

by using these triggers and the returning pulses are automatically detect by the other pin i.e. Echo pin. 

Measuring distance- The waves will contact with the object and reflected back to the sensor, however the time it takes is equal to 

the twice the time taken to send the sound wave that hit the object and again will come back to the sensor surface. After that the 

speed of the sound is get multiplied by the time. 0.0343cm/μs (speed of sound). Time for the wave to return when gets multiplied 

by the speed of sound and its half will give us the total distance. 

Distance =
(speed of sound ×  time for wave to return) 

2
 

 Bluetooth Module:  

For the transparent wireless connection series setup Serial Port Protocol Bluetooth is used in which one of them is HC-06 module 

that is very easy to use. These types of Bluetooth are best Bluetooth as compared to others. Its Enhanced Data Rate is 3 Mbps as 

well as it also have 2.4 GHz radio transceiver. Technologies like CMOS and Adaptive Frequency Hopping is also used in this 

chip and it also uses blue core. It also has the footprint as small as 12.7mm × 27mm.This type of Bluetooth always ease our work 

and gives the desirable results. 

III. FUNCTIONING OF AIC ROBOT 

 Avoiding Obstacles: 

In robotics, the basic concepts always tell us that the obstacle avoidance is a process in which the robot is free from any collision 

as well as from any intersection by navigating its path in the right direction. In some vehicles summons is needed. By avoiding 

the obstacles we can reduce the traffic in urban areas in huge amount as well as it is also very useful for protecting the objects 

from any damage usually very useful in military applications. Basically the robot has its initial point and it has to reach the final 

point by crossing the in between way that is full with obstacles. By using its sensors it navigates its path and reach the final point 

without any damage. 
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For controlling the motor direction we are just doing the programming in Arduino and also make sure that the connection of 

the proximity sensor are correct. 

     
Fig. 2: Sensor Connection Diagram                                                             Fig. 3: Robot Path 

 Wireless Controlled: 

For the wireless controlling we make the connection of Bluetooth module to the Arduino as well as we also make the app which 

is capable to controlling the Arduino source code. The work of app can be done by very easily by help of MIT app inventor.

               
Fig. 4: Bluetooth Connection Diagram                           Fig. 5: AIC Controller APP 

 Line Follower: 

Infrared LED & light sensor is mostly used in line tracker. Its work by spreading the light on the surface with infrared light, after 

that the light gets reflected back on the sensor surface and the sensor senses the light according to its intensity which is used to 

determine the reflectivity. More light will be reflected by the light colored surface rather than the dark surfaces which will be the 

responsible for brighter appearance of light colored surface to sensor. Because of this procedure the sensor easily detects the dark 

line on light surface or the light line on dark surface.  

Advantages- Due to the line tracker the robot will automatically navigate its path on a pre-marked line and will move 

autonomously without any human control. Without using a remote controller one can easily control the movement of the robot 

by making a path line that is need to be followed by the robot using line tracker for its proper operation. Three line trackers are 

generally used in most of the applications. 0.02 to 0.25 in from the ground is the range of this line tracker having sensitivity of 

3mm. The output range from 0-5V is sent to the microcontroller which will then gives the result in the range of integer values 

from 0 to full scale. 

 Specifications: 

- Type of sensors - Infrared light sensors & infrared LED. 

- Width of Line - 0.25in minimum; optimal line width is 0.5in 

- Optimal Range - 3mm (just under 1/8in), effectiveness drops off by approx. a factor of 10 at 5/8in 

- Response Frequency – 50 Hz 

- Light Source – Ga As infrared LED with a peak wavelength of 940 nm 

- Receiver - Si phototransistor with a sensing wavelength of 850 nm (max) 

- Wiring - Black – ground; Red – (+) power; White – control signal 
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Fig. 6: IR Sensor Senses Path Line                                                    Fig. 7: Connection Diagram of Line Follower 

IV. PID CONTROLLER 

Today in all industrial applications in the field of control system proportional-integral-derivative controller is used because it 

works on the principle of feedback mechanism. This controller mainly measures the values of an error occurred in the system. 

The difference between the calculated value and desired value gives us the error value. Its operation states that it is used because 

it always reduce the error with adjusting some variables to a new desirable values or a specific position. 

u(t)  =  Kp e(t)  +  Ki int{0}^{t}e(t)dt +  Kd /frac{de(t)}{dt} 

Where Ki, Kd, and Kp, all non-negative, denote the coefficients for the integral, derivative, and proportional terms, sometime 

also denoted as I, D & P. In this system I stands for error past values i.e. if the output is sufficient then don’t reduce the size of 

error and the variable automatically control the system. D stands for future possible errors based on its currently changing rate. P 

stands for the present time of error i.e. if the error is small and negative then variable will be small and positive. 

 
Fig. 8: PID Controller 

V. SKID STEERING METHOD 

This method is used to control the wheels of robot and there arrangements. It also includes the number of wheels as well as their 

arrangements, as the name tells us that in this method the robot will turn with skid so it looks interesting as well as innovative. 

Nowadays this type is generally used in all robots. 

 Fundamental Cases: 

1) In both the terms i.e. direction and value, if the angular velocities are same i.e. both wheels are rotating in the same 

directions with the same speed, then the robot will spin around the vertical axis. Due to this property of spinning around the 

vertical axis is responsible for many advantages of the robots. 

2) If in the term of values the angular velocities are same but in the direction terms they are opposite i.e. both wheels are 

moving in opposite direction with the same speed then the robot will follow a straight or linear path i.e. either backward or 

forward path which is based on the spinning of the motors. 

3) If the robot want to turn in the left direction then the left motor will rotate in the backward direction as well as the right 

motor will rotate in the forward direction and if the robot want to move right then the vice versa. 

        
Fig. 9: AIC Controlling 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

These types of projects are used in our real life like AGV, used in many industries to carry the loads from one place to another 

without any man efforts and also use in for dropping the parcels. In future we can use it as a modern vehicle because it reduce the 

traffic on the road at very large extent as well as it also maintains the security stability. 
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